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1. Client –                                             NIRAS Finland OY through Agro-BIG Ethiopia 

2. Consultant –                                     Tantigegn Kebede, Land Resource Assessment and  
                                                         Development planning senior Expert,  Bahr Dar Ethiopia 

3. Job Title –                                        “Assessing soil conditions for onion growing farmers in  
                                                          Koga” at Amhara 

4. Objective of the assignment          - To assess the overall situation for onion, potato and maize 
                                                          producing farmers in Koga so that practical 
                                                          recommendations for how best to  improve the soil 
                                                          conditions can be identified  and applied. 

5. Duration of assignment –                 One month (24 billable days), beginning March 21 and  
                                                          ending April 30, 2016. 

6. Duty stations –                                  Bahr Dar and frequent travel to Koga. 

7. Deliverables –                                   Study results and recommendations are presented in the 
                                                           form of written report 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. Agriculture contributes to 50% of Ethiopia’s GDP, 85% of the employment, and 

significant contribution to export earnings. So, any fluctuation in agriculture has a 

serious consequence to the GDP. GoE is strongly committed to agricultural growth and 

lately it has increased its investments in infrastructure that support growth in 

agricultural production and agro-processing. 

 

2. However, a number of challenges need to be overcome in order to develop commercial 

agriculture. The commercialization of smallholder farming will continue to be the major 

source of agricultural growth. To support the implementation of agricultural 

commercialization, Agro-BIG programme will enhance entrepreneurship and free 

market principles by supporting the Bureau of Agriculture (BoA), the Bureau of Trade 

and Industry (BoTI), as well as private sector organisations such as chambers of 

commerce and cooperatives to strengthen the private agricultural sector. 

 

3. The Koga Irrigation scheme is located within the Blue Nile Basin, In Mecha woreda of 

West Gojjam zone, in Amhara region, and an irrigated area of about 7000 ha. 

accommodating some 6500 households.  

 

4. Agro-BIG programme is a bilateral agricultural development programme, financed by 

the Governments of Ethiopia and Finland, using the Value Chain Approach to develop 

selected agricultural value chains in the part of Tana Beles Growth Corridor. One of the 

intervention sites where Agro-BIG operates to implement its programme components is 

Koga irrigation scheme where it is concerned about the acid soils and wanted a detail 

study of the problem so as to see possible intervention for solutions. 

 

5. As a result of this concern, Agro-BIG has employed a consultant to assess the condition 

and the depth of the problem, the perception of the farmers in this regard and what 

solutions to be sought to improve the situation. 

 

6.  The consultant conducted a study to find out and confirm the problem of soil acidity 

through direct soil pH tests, interviewing farmers and cooperatives, and woreda office 
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of agriculture. Based on the result of the study, recommendations are made for 

required technical and administrative measures. 

 

7. The study major findings were that soil is strongly acidic covering 90% of the irrigable 

land (pH 5.5 or less); the farmers are told that their soils are very acidic, but did not take 

it as serious issue, the concerned offices are well aware of the problem but solution is 

still slow. In addition, low prices of potato and onion bulbs in particular are discouraging 

farmers to continue producing these crops.  

 

8. Recommendations are made for the possible solutions of the problems. To introduce 

technical solution, the extension system has to have an attractive approach to convince 

farmers to easily accept new technologies such as lime application; Lime is a prime 

choice for the soil acidity  to be improved, and has to be applied at the recommended 

rate. Manure or compost or in combination with lime may also be applied to raise soil 

pH provided the right amount is applied way before planting. Farmers field 

demonstration on the use of lime and /or compost and manure should be conducted on 

farmers fields to show the effects of lime application compared to the without lime 

production. Proper market linkage has to be in place for a perishable crop like onion  

to encourage production on a larger area. The low quality of onion bulb observed in 

some places may also be a result of acidic soils. We suggest a close study to find out if 

the reason is really soil acidity. The cost effectiveness of lime application has been 

checked by applying Cost:Benefit and other methods and have been found that adding 

lime to the soil to amend soil acidity greatly improves the yield and feasible to 

undertake. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

 GENERAL 

 Agriculture contributes to 50% of Ethiopia’s GDP, 85% of the employment, and significant  

contribution to export earnings. So, any fluctuation in agriculture has a serious consequence to 

the GDP. Over the past years, agricultural sector has grown rapidly and official figures suggest 

an 8% growth in agricultural GDP per year from 2005/6 to 2009/10. However, it is questionable 

if this growth rate can be sustained considering the various challenges the country and its 

agricultural sector are facing.  

The GoE is strongly committed to agricultural growth and lately it has increased its investments 

e.g. in expanding the extension system and in large-scale infrastructure conducive to continued 

growth in agriculture and agro-processing, and therefore opportunities exist to add value to 

agricultural produce. Irrigation development is also strongly supported, and the aim is to 

establish 38 irrigation development projects at a cost of USD 2.52 billion until the end of 2010.  

However, a number of challenges need to be overcome in order to develop commercial 

agriculture. Many institutions supporting agricultural development have limited capacity, and 

the education level, skills, and knowledge of farmers remain low.  

To support the implementation of the GTP the Agro-BIG programme will enhance 

entrepreneurship and free market principles by supporting the Bureau of Agriculture (BoA), the 

Bureau of Trade and Industry (BoTI), as well as private sector organisations such as chambers of 

commerce and cooperatives to strengthen the private agricultural sector.  

 AGRO-BIG 

The Agro-Business-Induced Economic Growth (Agro-BIG) Programme is a bilateral agricultural 
development programme, financed by the Governments of Ethiopia and Finland, using the 
Value Chain Approach to develop selected agricultural value chains in the part of Tana Beles 
Growth Corridor that falls within Amhara National Regional State in North-Western Ethiopia. 
The Programme will initially be implemented in two priority Woredas, Fogera and Mecha. 

PROGRAMME COMPONENTS 
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The activities designed to address the purpose of the Agro-BIG are grouped into three 
components with specific objectives: 

- Component 1: Value Chain Development  
- Component 2: Service Delivery Development   
- Component 3: Access to Funds and Financial Services  

IMPLEMENTATION 

Agro-BIG started off working with two value chains, for onions and potatoes, that were chosen 
to pilot the development of the approach to value chain analysis and development. These two 
value chains are now quite well developed and understood, with major constraints and 
opportunities having been identified and under exploration with specific interventions.  

Among other things, AgroBIG has made significant efforts to promote the cultivation of onions, 
as regards to improved technologies as well as securing a sustainable seed supply etc., in 
Mecha as well as in Fogera. However in Mecha and particularly in the command area of the 
Koga Irrigation Scheme where onions are grown, acid soils is a constraint, with pH values at the 
level of <5 while onions would require pH values of 6.5 to ensure good growth and high 
production.  
 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland government (MFA) is much concerned over acid soils 
in relation to agricultural productivity. It is this concern that, in order to understand the 
situation in Koga and the attitude of farmers towards the problem, a study is required and 
launched in March, 2016. 

 OVER-VIEW OF KOGA IRRIGATION SCHEME 

The Koga irrigation scheme lies within the Blue Nile Basin, In Mecha woreda of West Gojjam 

zone, in Amhara region. The infrastructure was constructed with a loan from African 

Development Bank (AfDB) to irrigate a command area of about 7000ha. The construction is 

composed of various structures such as the main dam, main canal, secondary canal, tertiary 

with 11 night storage reservoirs, access roads and farm bridges etc. An estimated 6500 

households with a total population of 32500 family members are benefited from the project. 

The scheme is managed by Koga Irrigation Scheme Operation Unit (KISOU), with responsibilities 

to manage, operate and maintain the whole scheme including the water distribution and 

administration, maintenance of the dam, main canal, roads, dikes and main drain etc. Water 

Users Associations within the command area are also responsible for the maintenance and 

operation of the tertiary and quaternary canal systems.  
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Map1. Location of the study area (Adopted from MCE)  
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III. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The objective of the study is, therefore, to assess the overall situation for onion and 
other crops producing farmers in Koga so that practical recommendations for how best 
to improve the soil conditions can be identified and applied. 
 

 DUTIES 

 
The Consultant shall undertake a study in the Koga irrigated area by interviewing 
farmers, individually and in groups, to find out their understanding of the acid soils and 
what they are doing, or not doing, to improve the situation. The study will include a 
cost-benefit study as to the cost of application of lime, and the implication on growth.  
 
Interviews will also be done with officials of the Bureau of Agriculture and other 
relevant institutions. 
 
As the lime producing factory at Dejen, the standard source of the lime that so far has 
reached Koga, was reported that it had stopped production. It will also be required that 
an alternative source of supply is identified. Based on the situation as assessed, identify 
specifically what is required to improve the soil conditions in Koga, technically as well as 
raising the awareness of all stakeholders. The result of the study will be presented in the 
form of a report.  

 

IV. STUDY METHODOLOGIES  

One method of the study is to conduct soil survey at randomly selected sites 

throughout the command area to check the physical characteristics and to 

collect soil samples for pH measurement.  

Another is to collect information from farmers themselves and focus groups 

on the general situation and the problem in particular. 

The third is to gather information from concerned offices and stakeholders. 

The data and information collected from different sources is physically and 

economically analyzed. Based on the findings of the survey and analysis, 

recommendations for improvement of the situation are given.  
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A. SURVEY RESULTS 

1. THE SOILS  

The major part (about 90%) of the soil in Koga command area (classified as Alisols, ACRE 
International, 1995) is derived from basalts of volcanic origin mainly formed in-situ. It is   
homogeneous in terms of slope, colour, texture, depth, and acidity. A survey has been 
conducted to validate previous soil studies by ACRE International, 1995, and Bahr Dar soil 
laboratory, 2014/15. A large sample (35) was tested for its acidity by ACRE and the average 
result was found to be pH 5.4., and 45 samples by Bahr Dar soil laboratory with an average 
result of pH 5.25. Verification survey was made (Mar., 2016) inside the command area by the 
consultant, randomly covering about 2400 ha. showed that almost all result are under pH 5.5 
with the lowest at 4.7 and the highest 6.3. Generally, therefore the soils of Koga irrigation 
command area are largely strongly acidic while they are well drained, deep with top soil texture 
of clay loam, and a surface slope range of 2 to 8%.  

The soil is said to be acidic or alkaline when a pH test is made and pH value obtained. The range 
of pH value extends from 0 to 14 where 7 is neutral; below 7 is acid and above 7 is alkaline. 
When the soil becomes more acidic (<6), it would require some kind of measures to raise the 
value up so as to make the soil suitable for crops that need a higher soil pH. 

 Soil acidity below pH value 5.5 is generally injurious to plants. Plant roots are badly affected if 
the pH value exceeds limits of tolerance for particular crops. High degree of soil acidity (pH 5 to 
6.5) decreases the availability of plant nutrients particularly phosphorus, calcium, magnesium, 
molybdenum, iron, manganese, potassium sulphur nitrogen, boron, copper and zinc. It also 
adversely affects the important microbiological processes, such as nitrogen fixation by 
Azotobacter, Clostridium and nodule inhabiting bacteria (Rhizobia) of leguminous plants. Most 
plants prefer a pH between 5.5 and 6.5. If the pH is too high (alkaline) or too low (acidic), the 
plant can’t absorb the nutrients that are available in the soil. They develop symptoms of 
nutrient deficiency, such as pale leaves and stunted growth, and ultimately, poor harvest.  

2. SOIL pH AMENDMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

 In such cases, some kind of soil amelioration measures has to be taken. The most commonly 
recommended is the application of lime. There are two types of lime that farmers should be 
familiar with: agricultural lime and dolomite lime. Both types of lime contain calcium, and 
dolomite lime also contains magnesium. Lime adds these two essential elements to the soil, but 
it is more commonly used to correct the soil pH. 

3.  LIMING BENEFITS   

Liming will provide the following benefits:  

 reduces the possibility of manganese and aluminum toxicity;  

 improves microbial activity;  

  improves physical condition (better structure);  

http://www.gardeningknowhow.com/garden-how-to/soil-fertilizers/soil-and-calcium.htm
http://www.gardeningknowhow.com/garden-how-to/soil-fertilizers/fixing-magnesium-deficiency.htm
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  improves symbiotic nitrogen fixation by legumes;  

  improves palatability of forages;   

  provides an inexpensive source for calcium and magnesium when these nutrients are 

deficient at lower pH;  

 Improves nutrient availability (eg. phosphorous and molybdenum availability increases 

as pH increases at 6.0 – 7.0.) while improving the production and quality of crops.  

 

4. LIME – RECOMMENDED AMOUNT OF APPLICATION 

The recommendation of the amount of lime application depends on the texture of the soil, the 
level of the soil acidity, and crop acidity tolerance level etc. For example, if it is required to 
apply lime to raise the pH value by 1, we need to apply different amount for different soil 
textures: higher amount for clay soils, medium for loam soils and less amount for sandy soils. 
This may be because the lime easily becomes soluble in sandy than in other heavy textured 
soils. It should be noted in general, that lime becomes soluble in soil very slowly and takes time 
until required pH level is achieved.  

Recommendations given in different literatures validate that the above explanation is true. The 
following table indicates the different liming requirement for different soil texture and to raise 
the soil pH value to a given level: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Adopted from Charlie Nardozzi, 2016. Converted and calculated from British to metric system.  

From these recommendations we can observe that the amount of lime to be applied is greatly 
influenced by the texture of the soil and the required level of pH values. The concern with this 
recommendation may be that the amount to be applied per ha. is large, as it may not be 
acceptable by farmers particularly with those having clay and even loam soils. However, the 

Kilograms of Limestone Needed per 
10000m2 to Raise pH  

pH 
Required amount of lime in 

kgs for: 

 From/to   
Sandy 

Soil 
Loam 
Soil 

Clay 
Soil 

4.0–6.5 3026.67 8121.56 11602.2 

4.5–6.5 2522.22 6557.78 9584.44 

5.0–6.5 2017.78 5044.44 7566.67 

5.5–6.5 1513.33 4035.56 5044.44 

6.0–6.5 756.667 2017.78 3026.67 

    

http://www.gardeningknowhow.com/garden-how-to/soil-fertilizers/soil-and-calcium.htm
http://www.gardeningknowhow.com/garden-how-to/soil-fertilizers/fixing-magnesium-deficiency.htm
http://www.dummies.com/search.html?query=Charlie+Nardozzi
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requirement may be met by applying affordable amount every year or so until required result is 
achieved. 

Trials made by ARARI in different parts of Amhara on acid soils, addition of lime showed a very 
significant increase in crop yield: 

 In North Showa Zone, 20Q. of lime and 150kg DAP fertilizer was applied on one 
ha. barley field and 19Q of grain harvested while the control (no lime) plot, the 
harvest was only 8.5Q of barley with yield difference of 11.5Q from the treated 
farm land. 

 Similar treatment has been conducted in East Gojjam on acidic soils such like 
adding 10Q of lime and 150kg of DAP on one ha. and 11.5Q of wheat is 
harvested. Compared with the without lime, the yield of wheat was 3.8Q/ha.  

The problem with the above data is that the yield increase is either due to the lime application 
or the fertilizer or both. So, it is not possible to take the increased yield as attributed to lime 
application alone.  

Another on farmers field trial result taken from Bureau of Agriculture showed that lime applied 
at the rate of 36Q/ha on wheat field with additional fertilizer at the rate of 5Q per ha. produced 
36Q of wheat per ha. This data also has limitations as it is not well explained that the lime 
attribution for crop yield improvement is not explicitly indicated. Also no comparison was 
shown for with and without lime yield results. 

A data obtained from Koga – VEG in Mecha showed that lime application of 10Q/ha. gave a 
yield increase of 100% on green peas i.e. 30Q green peas were produced without lime while 
60Q/ha with the application of lime. The application of lime at that rate raised the pH value 
from 4.8 to 5.8 in one year. 

Few farmers inside Koga command area witnessed that lime application greatly improved their 
crop yield and wanted to continue to apply more as far as the required amount is met. A farmer 
in Inguti Kebele, for example, claims that he produced 20Q/of barley after applying lime at the 
rate of 10Q/ha. while without lime, he harvested only 12Q/ha. i.e. a marginal yield increase of 
8Q/ha. Another farmer from Ambo Mesk Kebele also claimed that after liming his plot at the 
rate of 16Q/ha. he obtained 60Q of maize per ha. where, on the other hand, he was harvesting 
40Q/ha without lime, showing a marginal yield increase of 20Q due to lime application. 

A trial made on farmers field in Koga command area on onion crop, albeit on small plot, showed 
a significant yield increase due to lime application. Lime was applied at the rate of 20Q/ha and 
produced 350Q of onion bulb/ha. The production without lime was 175Q/ha. The yield increase 
in this regard is 100% (175Q). 
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The complement to the data presented above is, therefore, crop yield is greatly increased when 
lime is applied; and lower yield before application and hence, the use of lime to raise soil pH 
and improve the soil conditions justified.  

Apart from lime application to raise the value of soil pH, other materials of organic origin are 
recommended as alternative or in combination. A farmer who has applied manure on his farm 
at the rate of 20Q/ha improved the acidity of his land and pH raised to 6.3 compared with his 
neighbouring fellow farmer just few meters away who has a land with soil pH of 5.02. A quick 
observation was made for the pH of matured cow dung manure and the result was pH7.8. As 
we have observed above, manure application can definitely improve soil acidity and, as a result, 
increases crop yield. 

Wood ash and/or compost is another source of organic material that is recommended to apply 
to raise the soil pH level. Regarding compost, some materials used for composting may have 
acidic nature and care should be taken during the use of materials in composting. Sample 
compost was taken from Bicolo Abay Horticulture center where the compost was prepared 
from green leaves of croton macrostachys and vernonia spp. and from grass, manure, and soil. 
The compost matured well within a year. It was checked for its pH and found to be 6.76. In this 
regard, adding carefully prepared and matured compost to acidic soil would rise the pH level up 
while improving the nutrient content and the texture of the soil.   

The conclusion to the above discussion is that all farmers with acid soil problems should apply 
lime as appropriate to raise the soil pH to the level most crops require for good growth. This 
depends on how much lime to be applied to raise the pH, say, from 5.5 to 6.5. According to the 
recommendations given in the table above, a farmer having a loam soil and pH 5.5 would need 
to add about 40Q/ha of lime. This may not be affordable at one go for smallholder farmer but 
may be met gradually over few years. However, such recommendations should not be 
promoted quickly. The first approach should be to recommend small application on small plots 
so that farmers can’t feel much of the cost to be incurred and, at the same time, see the 
positive results of lime application so that the demand for lime gradually comes from farmers 
themselves. One serious thing to be taken into consideration is that the promotion and transfer 
of such technology (lime application) should keep pace with the adoption speed of the farmers. 
i.e. farmers should not be ordered or forced to apply lime but should be convinced through 
different on-farm demonstrations with a clear understanding of the relative advantages. 

Manure application is an alternative and equally effective choice provided enough amount is 
available. Once the farmers are aware and interested to add manure to their fields, they can 
collect throughout the year and the amount can be met in due course. Similarly, carefully and 
selectively prepared compost can be applied to amend soil fertility and soil acidity. 

From the general observation of the soil acidity in Koga irrigation (command) area, and from 
the different trials made on lime application and results, the following quantity of lime, manure 
or neutral pH compost may be recommended for the identified soil type: 
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Table2:  Recommended lime for different level of pH values. 

(*Adopted from the work of Charlie Nardozzi, 2016). This amount at one time may not be 
acceptable by farms, but may be applied consecutively in 4 to 5 years time. 

 Soil pH level requirements for major crops identified in Koga command area  

The major crops identified in the area are onion (seed and bulb production), potato, maize, 
wheat, and barley. Minor crops include chili pepper, tomato and cabbage etc. Different sources 
give different pH suitability range for different crops. However, the range of suitability of pH 
tolerance for the identified crops given for the Ethiopian condition by FAO, 1983, is shown as 
follows: 

 

Table 3:  pH suitability range for different crops (FAO, 1983). *Lime recommendation Adopted from 
Charlie Nardozzi, 2016. 

S.No. Present Soil 
pH level  

Required pH 
level 

Soil 
Texture 

Alternative soil acid amendment Application 
(Q/ha equivalent) 

Lime*  Or matured 
Cattle manure 

Or matured 
Compost (pH+/- 7)  

1 4.7 6.5 loam 60 20 20 

2 5.0 6.5 loam 50 15 10 

3 5.5 6.5 loam 40 10 10 

4 6 6.5 loam 20 5 5 

 

 

 

S.No.  

 

 

 

Crop type 

Range of soil pH suitability 

 

Highly 
suitable 

 

 

Moderately 
suitable 

Actual 
Test 
results 
for  soil 
pH value 

Minimum 
required 
Correction 

(pH to be 
raised by) 

Required Amt. of 
lime for correction* 
in two rotation 

(Quintals/Ha) 

1 Onion 5.5-6.5 <5.5 & >6.5 5.2 (av.) 1 level 40 

2 Potato (solanum tuberosum) 5.5-6.7 5.0 -5.5/ 

6.7-8 

5.95 1 level 40 

3 Maize (Zea mays) 5.5-6.7 5.0 -5.5 

/6.7-8 

4.93 

 

1 level 40 

4 Wheat (Triticum aestivum) 5.5-8 5.0-5.5 5.5 1 level 40 

5 Barley (Hordeum vulgare) 5.5-7.3 5.0-5.5 5.5 1 level 40 
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Map1:  Soil pH in Amhara (courtesy of Abiot Belay, BoA, 2016) 

B. FARMERS INTERVIEWS AND GENERAL RESPONSES 

The method and collection of data from farmers in Koga irrigation area was planned to 

interview some 10 farmers from each major irrigation blocks namely CHEHONA from Kudmi 

Kebele, TELETA  from Amarit Kebele, AMBO MESK from Ambomesk kebele, and TAGEL from 

Inguti Kebele. Irrigation agronomists assigned in these blocks from Koga Project office at 

Merawi has made significant contribution in organizing the farmers for interview, guiding the 

consultant into these different places and filling questionnaires as a focused resource persons. 

Program was arranged one day for each block and farmers wait at their respective offices 

where we go and conduct interviews. It was discussed among the group that individual farmer 

interview is just a waste of time as there was no as such a heterogeneous problem with regards 

to this particular situation, and, therefore, preferred to be interviewed in group. This was 

agreed with the block agronomists and the committee of the cooperative societies. 

A group of 10 farmers gathered together in each block and interviews conducted. The main 

content of the questionnaire is annexed at the end of the report (please see Annex). 

Location of Koga 

irrigation (Mecha) 
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The response to the interview cumulatively looks like the following: 

- All farmers inside the Koga command area irrigable land with a varying holding size from 

¼ to 1 ha. they own the land for more than 23 to 26 years, except few young farmers 

who owned the land only for six to ten years now. All of them answers that they have 

been using fertilizers every year since they own it. 

- Taking onion bulb as example, they said that the cost of production is Br.26280 per ha. 

while the price is Br. 60,000/ha i.e. a gross benefit of Br.33720. On the other hand, 

another block members told us that the cost of production for the same crop (onion 

bulb) goes up to Br. 34200 per ha. whereas the total price per ha. is about Br. 72000/ha. 

with Br. 37800 gross income per ha. The farmers producing onion seed claimed to have 

a higher income where they produce 8Q/ha at a production cost of Br.87200. The selling 

price for one quintal of seed is some Br. 40000 with the total price for 8 quintals being 

       Br. 320,000. However, not all places gain the same production, as some places have    

       experienced a serious onion crop disease called purple bloch. Another important issue 

       they raised is market problem for onion bulb; they have no control of the market and       

       brokers  (middlemen) and traders fix the price of their own interest and as a result, they  

       say ‘we the producers are not benefited’. They are appealing to Agro-BIG and other  

       concerned stakeholders to assist them to find a better market now as the onion crop is  

       already harvested. 

-  They harvest different amount for different crops with fertilizers, for example, wheat – 

32Q/ha; maize -40Q/ha; onion bulb – 200Q/ha; and onion seed – 8Q/ha. Nothing is 

harvested without the use of fertilizer, and the reason they think is that their land is 

totally exhausted because there is a shortage of land due to the increasing rural 

population as a result of which fallowing is virtually becoming impossible. On the other 

side, the requirement of the land for more amount of fertilizer to get the same amount 

of yield as the previous years is significantly increasing i.e. additional cost of production 

is claimed for no additional yield. 

- They said they have heard of soil acidity problem during farmers trainings by woreda 

office of agriculture and were advised to add lime to their lands. But they are still 

hesitating because they did not clearly understand the seriousness of acid problem on 

crop yield and the benefits of lime application. 

 

C. FOCUSED GROUP DISCUSSIONS 

In addition to the farmers, a group discussion has also been carried out among the site 

agronomists in Koga project office. This group is working in the irrigation sites and 

follows up all kinds of agricultural activities on a day to day basis. They are assumed to 
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have a better knowledge in all aspects of the project involvement and the farmers’ 

problems. 

Major issues raised here were: 

 What  major crops are grown under irrigation 

 What major problems farmers face in growing different crops under irrigation 

 If they have heard of soil acidity in the area and what to be done to solve this 

problem, on what crop and which locality. 

 If they have tried the effect of lime on crop performances 

 How farmers are marketing their crops 

 What they think if farmers are better off with or without application of lime and why 

 If they recommend material other than lime to amend acid soils 

 What general suggestions they have to improve soil condition in the area 

 

The responses for the above issues are cumulatively the following: 

- Crops grown under irrigation are wheat, potato, onion, maize, cabbage, tomato, and 

chili pepper 

- Farmers are facing low cost for their product, shortage of breeder seed, disease and 

pest, poor soil fertility, in-secured water supply etc. 

- All of them are aware of the soil acidity problem and it is throughout the command 

area. They observed poor performances on onion, potato, tomato, and cereal crops: 

roots are short; leaves and grain size small etc.  

- To amend acid soils they recommend addition of crop residues, manure, compost 

and/or lime from time to time. They strongly insist farmers to apply lime, if possible, 

otherwise, at least organic materials. 

- Some farmers claim a yield increase due to lime application (other practices held 

constant) by about 50% compared with the without lime. This may be true as liming 

benefits are multiple including the availability of plant nutrients to plants greatly 

improved with liming and hence, increased crop yield. So, they suggest farmers are 

better off with liming. 

- Farmers are marketing their products through different means of their choice: to 

cooperatives; to local market; and at farm gate. In most cases, they sell to the local 

markets and some time to the cooperatives, which is better in price than the farm gate 

price. 
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D. THE GENERAL OUTPUT OF THE INTERVIEW AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Some farmers understand that soil acidity affects the general performance of crop 

growth and decreases yield significantly. This was observed by few farmers who have 

applied lime some time ago supplied by BoA for free trial and witnessed that lime has 

increased the production to up to 30%. Those who have not yet observed this effect also 

wants to try it for themselves if they get some support of free supply. Very few farmers 

are interested to buy and apply. 

 

The market problem with onion is so serious that they don’t know what to do. The price 

for the product is fully controlled by brokers and what is happening is what they say. 

They offer the lowest price and forces farmers to sell at that low price. So, they appeal 

to all concerned bodies to help them to get a better and alternative market access, 

otherwise they are tending to shift to other type of crops for at least to store it until a 

better price is obtained. 

 

Farmers are facing shortage of breeder seed, disease and pest, poor soil fertility, in-

secured water supply etc 

 

 To amend acid soils agronomists recommend addition of crop residues, manure, compost 

and/or lime from time to time. They strongly insist farmers to apply lime, if possible, otherwise, 

at least organic materials. 

E.   DISCUSSION WITH WOREDA AND REGIONAL OFFICES 

Everyone is aware of the seriousness of the soil acidity problem in western Amhara Highlands 

and in the irrigated fields of Koga irrigation project in particular. Several soil pH studies have 

been conducted in Koga catchment since 1962GC, before chemical fertilizers were introduced, 

and even then, the soil pH was found very acidic. The woreda agricultural office of Mecha send 

a large number of soil samples to Bahr Dar soil laboratory for pH test two times  (2014 and 

2016)  and the result is still strongly acidic. This is well known at all stages of the concerned 

offices. Now what the woreda in particular is looking for is a support to supply some amount of 

lime at least for demonstration purposes in irrigated areas. They are now advising the farmers 

to apply lime to raise the soil pH and improve the soil condition for good crop growth. BoA is 

more concerned in this issue and trying to encourage lime producing plants to improve their 

capacity to produce more lime so that the supply source to be efficient and move at equal pace 

with the potential demand. ARARI, on the other hand is conducting experiments and on-farm 

trials to fix the amount of lime needed to correct a given pH level. 
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F. The source of lime supply in the region 

The only major source of lime in the region was a plant located at Dejen town in East 

Gojjam which was producing some 100 quintals of lime a day. Last time, however, the 

machine stopped working for some time and there was a serious shortage of the product 

throughout the region. The region and few woredas were looking for some other places and 

they claimed they managed to bring some amount of lime from Chancho area of Oromia 

Region at a cost of more than Br.400/Q (transportation cost is not included). The Chancho 

town lime factory is known as ‘Abyssinia Cements PLC, and can be addressed through 

cements@ethionet.et.  

Very good news now is that the Dejen plant has started work a week ago and is 

producing 200 quintals a day (in two shifts) with a possible and expected increase in 

daily production to be more than 500 quintals after an additional plant under 

construction becomes functional in about a fortnight later. It is also known that the 

price of one quintal of lime including loading is about Br. 80 (eighty birr) at the 

factory gate. The transportation cost for a quintal is +/- Br. 70 from Dejen to Bahr 

Dar/Mecha and the total price for one quintal will, therefore, be about Br. 150 (one 

hundred and fifty birr). This is confirmed by the Input administration and supply 

process of the Bureau of Agriculture. (The access to this supply is made through this 

office by writing a letter in advance how much quintals are needed and when it should be 

ready.) 

Similar plant to Dejen is located in SNNPR with very small lime production capacity which is 

not enough for that area alone. Another plant (probably the oldest in the country) still 

functional is located at Senkele near Ambo in Oromia region which produces 6000tons a 

year. Almost the whole production goes mainly to the sugar factories, Ethiopian Road 

Authority (ERA), and to some extent to the Ministry of Agriculture.  

Dire Dawa Cement factory is said to have allocated a small part of its capacity to lime 

production. Even here, the product goes mainly to construction and sugar factory purposes. 

The new Derba lime factory, still under establishment, is one and promising lime factory 

that would satisfy the demands from different directions.  It is located at about 70km north 

of Addis Ababa in Oromia region.  

Information released from BOA sources indicates that very shortly a large lime factory will 

be established in Merhabete, North Shewa zone of Amhara Region. This is said to be 

financed by ‘Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa’ (AGRA). The production capacity is yet 

to be known in due course.  

mailto:cements@ethionet.et
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Agricultural Transformation Agency (ATA, 2014) has made an attempt to identify and 

recommend fertilizer requirements for different soils in 91 woredas in Amhara region. One 

of the woredas is Mecha where Koga irrigation area is located. According to ATA, this 

particular area is referred as first line fertilizer recommendation composed of NPSFeZnB, 

which is nitrogen, phosphorous, sulfur, ferrous (iron), zinc, and Boron. Though the effort is 

tremendous in this regard, we could not find soil acidity and lime requirement 

recommendations for the time being and may be incorporated when available. 

V.  COST:BENEFIT ANALYSIS  

One of the major logics and arguments to convince the use of new technology for the first time 

is to show the economic returns and the benefits obtained by the application of such 

innovations. Once the users clearly see and be convinced with what is demonstrated, the 

demand for the technology will gradually rise from time to time by the users themselves. This 

had been thoroughly conducted during the introduction of chemical fertilizers some 40 years, 

where there was a fierce resistance by farmers not to accept, unlike the present situation when 

there is shortage of fertilizers they travel more than 80kms to other places to get it. 

Economic analysis such as Benefit:Cost calculation shows that when new inputs are used for 

crop production, the cost incurred by the input and other costs will rise the production cost. On 

the other hand, the total benefits and the benefits gained due to the new input be calculated 

and seen if the marginal benefits attributed to this input are negative or positive. Positive 

results indicate the undertaking is feasible and vice-versa. 

For the case of this situation, a farm model in Koga project site is taken as an example:- a 

farmer having one hectare land growing onion bulb and the cost of production is as follows:  

 

Without application of lime 

 Seed cost = Br.4000 

 Fertilizer cost = Br. 14800 

 Pest control = Br. 4000 

 Transportation to market = Br. 1800 

 Total Labour = Br.13040 

 Total production cost per ha. = Br. 37,640  
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 Yield =  180 quintals of onion bulb 

 Sales = @/Q, Br 400 = Br. 72000 

 Gross income = Br. 34,360 

With Lime application 

 Seed cost = Br.4000 

 Fertilizer cost = Br. 14800 

 Lime @40Q/ha = Br. 6000 (current price obtained from BoA = Br. 80/Q with loading 

cost; plus about Br.70 transportation cost from Dejen to Bahr Dar/Mecha) 

 Pest control = Br. 4000 

 Transportation to market = Br. 1800 

 Total Labour = Br.13040 

 Total production cost per ha. = Br. 43640 

 Yield =  300 quintals of onion bulb (converted to ha. equivalent using a yield result from 

small trial plots of farmer Melese Birhae in Inguti Kebele)  (data taken from site 

agronomist Ademe Zeleke of Koga Project) 

 Sales = Br. 120000 

 Gross income = Br.76360 

Assuming lime bought from Oromia region at about Br. 500/Q including transport cost 

 Seed cost = Br.4000 

 Fertilizer cost = Br. 14800 

 Lime @40Q/ha = Br. 20,000 (current price obtained from BoA = Br. 400/Q with loading 

cost; plus about Br.100/Q transportation cost from Oromia to Bahr Dar/Mecha) 

 Pest control = Br. 4000 

 Transportation to market = Br. 1800 

 Total Labour = Br.13040 
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 Total production cost per ha. = Br. 57640 

 Yield =  300 quintals of onion bulb (converted to ha. equivalent using a yield result from 

small trial plots of farmer Melese Birhae in Inguti Kebele)  (data taken from site 

agronomist Ademe Zeleke of Koga Project) 

 Sales = Br. 120000 

 Gross income = Br. 62360 

Taking the cost of production and gross income scenario of the with lime application at a cost of 

lime per ha. Br. 150 as an example, the economic cost benefit and other indicators for 

feasibility to liming is calculated and the results are indicated as follows:- 

Benefit/Cost (B/C) ratio at 10 and 15% discount rates = 1.75:1 

Net Present value (NPV) at 10% discount rate = Br. 136508 
Net Present value (NPV) at 15% discount rate = Br. 126168 

Net Present value (NPV) at 20% discount rate = Br.117399 

The result of the analysis is that, in both cases, B/C is above one and NPV above zero, therefore, 

the undertaking is said to be feasible and acceptable. So, application of lime is a paying business 

by improving productivity and increasing income. See also Annex Tables for details. 

 VI. MAJOR RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

From the total study process and analysis made, the major findings are summarized below:  

 The majority or almost 90% of the soil in Koga command area is confirmed strongly 

acidic with pH less than 5.5. and may be the reason that the yield of onion bulb is 

relatively lower than usually expected. We also observed at some places that the quality 

of the onion bulb is low compared with other areas. This may probably be one 

attribution to acidic soils. 

 Although the acid problem is known by farmers in the area, they have not yet been 

ready to fully accept the liming intervention. The reason for this may be that they do not 

clearly understand how acid soils affect their crop growth and/or afraid of the cost to be 

incurred due to liming.  

 In 2015/16 farmers in Koga, though a large number uses local onion seed, 396 farmers 

planted improved variety onion seed  with direct seeding at the rate of 4kg/ha., and 

covered 207ha. The seed source is the union in Mecha and supplied 8.03 quintals of 
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improved onion seed.  On the other hand, 161 farmers bought and brought 883 quintals 

of potato jalenie variety from Guna union in Debre Tabor, and planted on 44.5 ha. of 

land. 

 If these farmers who are now growing improved varieties of onion and potato can afford 

to apply lime, the total lime required would be 251.5ha x 40Q lime/ha (according to the 

recommendations in table 3 above) = 10060 quintals. At the current price (Dejen), this 

costs some Br. 1.509 million. 

 The concerned offices are well aware of the acidity problem not only in Koga but 

including large area of Western Amhara. 

 Lime production plant was not functional for a long time now. But this time it has 

started lime producing at the rate of 100 quintals per day. Very shortly also an extension 

plant will start producing lime some two weeks later at higher rate (+/-300Q/day). 

 Ordering for lime procurement is made with letter written to the Input supply and 

administration process of the Bureau of Agriculture ahead of time. 

 Low price for onion and lack of market alternatives is an irritating problem farmers have 

raised 

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS  

 Very carefully designed extension system has to be introduced i.e. farmers have 

to be convinced but not to be ordered. For any new intervention a series of 

demonstrations on farmers fields should be sought prior to start selling the 

technology 

 There is no other choice to amend and correct the soil acidity here other than 

liming, manuring, composting, or in combination. Institutions concerned with the 

problem and its negative outcome are expected to support the farmers in these 

areas at least to help them to begin to do something to tackle this problem.  

 Further studies of similar areas may also need to be considered before the land 

becomes completely useless, as it is only a matter of time other areas would also 

face even the worst problem.  

 Crop production without proper market linkage, particularly a perishable crop 

like onion is almost a waste of everything. It is very serious, and strong focus on 

the issue should be made to help farmers and spark more interest to continue 
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with the business. Agro-BIG, of course, has made and  is making initiatives to 

create market linkages but this needs improvement in the quality of onions and 

potato that would meet the market requirements 
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IX. ANNEXES 

LIST OF CONSULTED PERSONS  

1. Abay Kinde - BoEPLAUA, Land Administration Project, Bahr Dar 

2.  Abiot Belay – BoA, Bahrdar 

3. Ademe Zeleke – Inguti site agronomist, Koga project 

4.   Agegnew Abnet  - Coop. chairman, Tagel Block, Inguti 

5. Alebachew             - Input process, BoA 

6. Alebachew Enyew – irrigation J/agronomist, Adet Research center, Chehona site, Kudmi 

7. Alemayehu Teshome _ BoA 

8. Alemtsehay – Agro-BIG 

9. Ayalew Ejigu – Coop. chairman, Ambo Mesk 

10. Aychew Kebede – Capacity Building Advisor, Agro-BIG 

11. Banteamlak – Irrigation agronomist, Koga – veg. PLC 

12. Birhanu Aychew – Program Director,  Agro-BIG 

13. Bitew Alemu – BoFED, Librarian 

14. Daniel Belayeneh – WIEB 

15. Degifie                   - Input process, BoA 

16. Ermias Eshetu – Supervisor, Koga-veg. PLC 

17. Fantahun Filate _ Kudmi site agronomist, Koga project 

18. Dr. Gebeyehu Belay – BoEPLAUA, Land Administration Project, Bahr Dar 

19. Getachew Fentie – MECHA, Agro-BIG capacity building and Implementation advisor 

20. Gete Belay – Coop. chairman, Teleta block, Amarit KA 

21. Guadenew Zerihun – Ambo Mesk site agronomist, Koga project 

22. Hokan Sjoholm – CTA, Agro-BIG 

23. Kidist Asefa – Irr. Engineer, WIEB 

24. Masresh Agmuas – Amarit site agronomist, Koga project 

25. Mequanint – Koga project office Head 

26. Mohammed Hamza – coop. promoter and marketing expert, Koga project 

27. Seid – Bah Dar soil laboratory head 

28. Sintayehu Misiker- BoA, Bahrdar 

29. Solomon Kumlachew – BoA, Bahrdar 

30. Temesgen Degarege – Mecha woreda office of Agriculture 

31. Dr. Tesfaye Feyissa – ARARI, Bahrdar 

32. Yenesew Chane – Coop. chairman, Chehona block, Kudmi KA.  

33. Yeshiwarka Yimenu – Agronomist and process coordinator, Mecha WoA 
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TABLE A2: DISCOUNTED BENEFIT (WITH LIME APPLICATION) 

 

            

 

 
ANNEX TABLES 

TABLE A1:  DISCOUNTED 

COST 

 
    With Lime Application 

     

Year COST 

DISCOUNTED COST AT DIFFERENT DISCOUNT RATES 

DF at 10% 
DR DC at 10% DR 

DF at 15% 
DR 

DC at 15% 
DR DF at 20% DR 

DC at 20% 
DR 

0 43640 1 43640 1 43640 1 43640 

1 43640 0.909 39668.76 0.87 37966.8 0.833 36352.12 

2 43640 0.829 36177.56 0.756 32991.84 0.694 30286.16 

3 43640 0.751 32773.64 0.658 28715.12 0.579 25267.56 

4 43640 0.683 29806.12 0.572 24962.08 0.482 21034.48 

DC 218200 
 

182066.08 
 

168275.84 
 

156580.32 

Year Benefit 

DISCOUNTED BENEFITS AT DIFFERENT DISCOUNT RATES 

DF at 10% 
DR DB at 10% DR 

DF at 15% 
DR 

DB at 15% 
DR DF at 20% DR 

DB at 20% 
DR 

0 76360 1 76360 1 76360 1 76360 

1 76360 0.909 69411.24 0.87 66433.2 0.833 63607.88 

2 76360 0.829 63302.44 0.756 57728.16 0.694 52993.84 

3 76360 0.751 57346.36 0.658 50244.88 0.579 44212.44 

4 76360 0.683 52153.88 0.572 43677.92 0.482 36805.52 

DB 381800 
 

318573.92 
 

294444.16 
 

273979.68 
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TABLE A3: PROBABLE OUTCOME (DISCOUNTED NET BENEFIT AT DIFFERENT DISCOUNTING FACTORS) 

 

Year Cost 
(c) 

Benefit 
(B) 

Benefit 
less cost 

(B-C) 

DISCOUNTED NET BENEFIT (DNB) 

        r=10% DNB r=15% DNB r=20% DNB 

        DF=   DF=   DF=   

0 43640 76360 32720 1 32720 1 32720 1 32720 

1 43640 76360 32720 0.909 29742.5 0.87 28466.4 0.833 27255.8 

2 43640 76360 32720 0.829 27124.9 0.756 24736.32 0.694 22707.7 

3 43640 76360 32720 0.751 24572.7 0.658 21529.76 0.579 18944.9 

4 43640 76360 32720 0.683 22347.8 0.572 18715.84 0.482 15771 

        NPV 136508   126168.32   117399 

        IRR           

        B/C 1.7498   1.7498   1.74977 

          Note:- 
         DF = Dsicounting factor 

       DR = Discounting rate 
       DC = Discounted Cost 
       DB = Discounted benefit 
       DNB = Discounted net benefit 
       NPV = Net present value 
       IRR = Internal rate of return 
       B/C = Benefit:Cost ratio 
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TABLE A4: KOGA IRRIGATION COMMAND AREA SOIL SAMPLE TEST     

                    RESULT (2008EC) 

      
             

Sample 
number Woreda Kebele Gote  

Date of 
result 
report 

(EC) Crop 

Soil pH (H2O) Geo-reference 

Elevation 
(M) Remarks 

Own 
test 

Bahr Dar 
soil lab. others Lat. N Long. E 

1 Mecha Amarit Teleta 20/07/08 wheat 5.18     1273912 37293587 1881 irr. chan. No.TC8 

2 Mecha Amarit Teleta 20/07/09 wheat 5.92     1272592 37293404 1901 irr. chan. No.TC8 

3 Mecha Amarit Teleta 20/07/10 
onion 
bulb 5.28     1271665 37294320 1909 irr. chan. No.TC2 

4 Mecha Amarit Teleta 20/07/11 maize 4.93     1270929 37294559 1913 irr. chan. No.TC1 

5 Mecha Amarit Teleta 20/07/12 chili 5.5     1270991 37294416 1919 irr. chan. No.TC1 

* Mecha Amarit Teleta 23/07/08 
green 
pea 5.65   Av.5.36       

lime added 
@10Q/ha 

1 Mecha Kudmi Chehona 22/07/08 
onion 
seed 5.16     1259771 37291643 1963 irr. chan. No.TC9 

2 Mecha Kudmi Chehona 22/07/09 
onion 
seed 6.12     1260067 37293277 1974 irr. chan. No.TC7 

3 Mecha Kudmi Chehona 22/07/10 
onion 
seed 5.3     1260094 37294540 1992 irr. chan. No.TC4 

4 Mecha Kudmi Chehona 22/07/11 wheat 6.15     1259726 37293992 1983 irr. chan. No.TC5 

5 Mecha Kudmi Chehona 22/07/12 
onion 
seed 6.2     1261169 37295020 2000 irr. chan. No.TC2 

6 Mecha Kudmi Chehona 22/07/13 
onion 
seed 5.89     1261421 37294944 2000 irr. chan. No.TC2 

* Mecha Kudmi Chehona 22/07/14 tomato 5.96   Av.5.82 1259896 37293625 1982 lime added 
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@20Q/ha, Adet 
research kudmi in 

2006 

1 Mecha Ambomesk Ambomesk 23/07/08 
onion 
seed 4.7     1260005 37290455 1995  irr. chan. No.TC1 

2 Mecha Ambomesk Ambomesk 23/07/09 wheat 6.1     1260384 37290650 1962  irr. chan. No.TC1 

3 Mecha Ambomesk Ambomesk 23/07/10 chili 5.4     1260996 37291553 1964  irr. chan. No.TC8 

4 Mecha Ambomesk Ambomesk 23/07/11 potato 5.95     1261568 37293570 2002  irr. chan. No.TC4 

5 Mecha Ambomesk Ambomesk 23/07/12 
onion 
bulb 6.3   Av.5.69 1262035 37294678 2005  irr. chan. No.TC2 

* Mecha Bicolo Abay Nursery 23/07/13   6.76         1975 Matured Compost 

1 Mecha Inguti Tagel 26/07/08 
onion 
bulb 5.4     1263911 37293424 1976  irr. chan. No.TC1 

2 Mecha Inguti Tagel 26/07/09 wheat 5.9     1263683 37293405 1981 

 irr. chan. No.TC2. 
lime applied in 
2007 @20Q/ha 

3 Mecha Inguti Tagel 26/07/10 
maize 
seed 5.95     1263604 37293799 1995 

 irr. chan. No.TC6. 
lime added in 2007 

@ 10Q/ha 

4 Mecha Inguti Tagel 26/07/11 
onion 
bulb 5.02     1263339 37294422 1996  irr. chan. No.TC4 

5 Mecha Inguti 

Tewachew 
Zeleke 
Tagel 26/07/12 

onion 
bulb 6.32   Av.5.72 1263229 37294966 2006 

 irr. chan. No.TC2. 
about 20Q/ha 
manure was 

applied in 2005  

            

AV. 
5.5             

* Mecha Inguti Worebit 13/07/08     5.04           

  Mecha Inguti Jabi 13/07/08     4.66           

  Mecha Inguti Mebesh 13/07/08     4.99           

  Mecha Inguti Jabi 13/07/08     5.1           

  Mecha Inguti Jabi 13/07/08     5.1           
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  Mecha Inguti Jabi 13/07/08     5.28           

  Mecha Inguti Mebesh 13/07/08     5.27           

  Mecha Inguti Jabi 13/07/08     4.65           

  Mecha Inguti Worebit 13/07/08     5.13           

  Mecha Inguti Worebit 13/07/08     5.22           

  Mecha Inguti Worebit 13/07/08     5.1           

  Mecha Inguti Worebit 13/07/08     5.46           

  Mecha Inguti Worebit 13/07/08     5.35           

  Mecha Inguti Worebit 13/07/08     5.38           

  Mecha Inguti Worebit 13/07/08     5.46 
AV. 
5.13         

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.1           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.45           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.64           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.12           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.25           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.21           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.73           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     4.76           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.38           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     4.83           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.11           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.22           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.06           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.03           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     4.87           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.29           

  Mecha Amarit Mamna 13/07/08     5.15 Av. 5.17         

 
Mecha Kudmi Kerry 13/07/08     5.25           
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Mecha Kudmi Kurebti 13/07/08     5.29           

 
Mecha Kudmi Mihrete 13/07/08     4.95           

 
Mecha Kudmi Wogesa 13/07/08     4.88           

 
Mecha Kudmi Wogesa 13/07/08     5.33           

 
Mecha Kudmi Wogesa 13/07/08     5.25           

 
Mecha Kudmi Wogesa 13/07/08     4.94 Av.5.12         

 
Mecha Ambomesk Ambomesk 2006     6.2           

 
Mecha Ambomesk Ambomesk 2006     5.65           

 
Mecha Ambomesk Ambomesk 2006     5.73           

 
Mecha Ambomesk Ambomesk 2006     5.59           

 
Mecha Ambomesk Ambomesk 2006     5.74           

 
Mecha Ambomesk Ambomesk 2006     5.91           

 
Mecha Ambomesk Ambomesk 2006     5.76 Av. 5.85         

       

AV. 
5.25 

     

 
Mecha 

Koga main 
canal 
water Tagel 26/07/08   7.4         2000   

 

Bahr 
Dar 
area 

matured 
cow dung 
manure woramit 26/07/08   7.82         1820   

             

             

  
NB: 

          

  
GENERALLY CLASSIFIED AS STRONGLY ACIDIC SOILS 
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ANNEX FIGURES (ALL PHOTOGRAPHS BY TANTIGEGN K., 2016) 

 

Figure A1: Onion seed production under irrigation at soil pH 6.1(Chehona block, Kudmi)  

 

 

Figure A2: Onion seed production at soil pH 4.7.  

Note the performance of growth (Ambomesk block) 
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     Figure A3: Partial view of farmers’ interview process (Teleta Block, Amarit) 

     

 

Figure A4: Soil sampling for pH test 
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Figure A5: Partial view of Koga command area. (Adapted from Google earth imagery date: 

22/2/15) 
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Figure A6: Soil pH testing 

 

 

Figure A7: A farmer at Inguti  Kebele (Koga)  who has applied lime on his plot and waiting for results 
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Annex MAPS 

Map A1: Soil Map prepared by ACRES International (1995) with extended legend on the next   

               page 
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ANNEX: QUESTIONNAIRES 

QA1: HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE 

A. HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION 

 

1. Name of the family head ______________________________________ 

 

2. Sex _________________________________ 

 

3. Age ________________________________ 

 

4. Marital status ____________________________ 

 

5. How long did you live here ___________________ 

 

6. Level of education __________________________ 

 

7. Do you have your own agricultural land ______________________ 

 

8. What size of 

 

 Cultivated land – rainfed ________ha., irrigated __________ ha.             

 Grazing land  ________ ha. 

 Forest land _________ ha. 

 Other _____________ ha. 

9. How long do you own this land _____________ years. 

10.  What kind of agricultural inputs do you apply on your farm and for how long (since 

when)?  

Teff:- 

 Chemical fertilizers: for ______ years 

 Improved seeds: for ______ years 
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 Weed control: for ______ years 

 Pest control: for ______ years 

 Others: __________________________ for ______ years 

                                 __________________________ for ______ years 

Maize:- 

 Chemical fertilizers: for ______ years 

 Improved seeds: for ______ years 

 Weed control: for ______ years 

 Pest control: for ______ years 

 Others: __________________________ for ______ years 

                                 __________________________ for ______ year 

                   Millet:- 

 Chemical fertilizers: for ______ years 

 Improved seeds: for ______ years 

 Weed control: for ______ years 

 Pest control: for ______ years 

 Others:- __________________________ for ______ years 

                                 __________________________ for ______ year 

                 Other crop:- 

 Chemical fertilizers: for ______ years 

 Improved seeds: for ______ years 

 Weed control: for ______ years 

 Pest control: for ______ years 

 Others: __________________________ for ______ years 

                                 __________________________ for ______ year 

11. How much money do you spend for the different inputs: 

 Chemical fertilizers: ___________ Br./Q 

 Improved seeds: ___________ Br./kg 
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 Weed control: ___________ Br./lit/kg 

 Pest control: ___________ Br./lit/kg 

 others: ___________ Br./Q/lit/kg 

12. How much quintals do you harvest each year per ha (with fertilizer and improved 

seeds). 

 Teff: ____________Q/ha  

 Millet: ____________Q/ha 

 Maize: ____________Q/ha 

 Others: ____________Q/ha 

13. What yield difference do you observe from with and without ag. Inputs (if any) 

____Q/ha 

14. Is there a requirement of additional inputs from year to year to keep the yield level 

constant? By how much? Yes/No, ______Q/ha 

15. What significant problem do you observe in the yield performance of your land? 

 

 

16. What do you guess or tell the major reason would be? 

____________________________________________________________________ 

17. Have you ever heard of soil pH or acidity? If yes, how do you explain it? 

____________________________________________________________________ 

18. If you have an irrigated land for how long do you own it?  ________years 

19. What irrigated crops do you plant and harvest? 

 

20. Do you have onion crop in the irrigated land? Yes/No 

21.  If yes, do you apply chemical fertilizers? Yes/No 

22. Tell me what other inputs you apply 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

23. What is the cost of production for onion? __________ Br/Q 
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24. How much per hectare do you harvest (yield)? ____________Q/ha) 

25. For how much money do you sell 1 Q. of onion at farm gate? ________Br./Q 

26. If you sell it elsewhere, what is the marginal profit per ha.? __________Br./Q 

27. Did you face any problem of growing onions under irrigation, especially on yield 

performance? If yes, List what you think is a problem. 

 

 

 

28. Have you ever heard of agricultural lime? If yes, what do you think it is?  

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

29. Have you tried it on your farm? Yes/No 

30. If yes, what have you observed in the yield performance? Increase? Decrease? By 

how much? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

31. If you are told or demonstrated that lime increases yield of crops including onions, 

will you be volunteer to buy and apply it on your farm? Yes/No. If no, why not? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

32. Tell us what support you think you need to improve and increase your crop yield: in 

terms of technical, administrative, marketing, material support etc. and who do you 

think should do what support and why he/she.  

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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QA2: QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DAs, WOREDA AGRICULTURE AND KOGA PROJECT 

OFFICE INTERVIEW 

1. Name _________________________________ 

2. Position _______________________________ 

3. Assignment post ___________________________ 

4. How long have you been here? _________________ 

5. Major assignment with regards to irrigation development 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Specific activities performed 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

7. What are the major crops grown under irrigation and yield per ha? 

 ________________, ______%, yield _______ Q/ha 

 ________________, ______%, yield _______ Q/ha 

 ________________, ______%, yield _______ Q/ha 

 ________________, ______%, yield _______ Q/ha 

 ________________, ______%, yield _______ Q/ha 

 ________________, ______%, yield _______ Q/ha 

8. What are the major problems farmers face in growing different crops under irrigation? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Have you ever heard of soil acidity? Is there acidity problem in the command area? 

_______________________________________________________________________   

 

10. If yes, which locality? What effect on crop growth performance you observed and on 

which particular crops? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 
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11. What did you recommend to amend the soil? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

12. Have you ever applied agricultural lime? _____________, on what crop and how much? 

__________________, ___________Q/ha 

13. Where do you get lime and how much does it cost? ___________________, ______Br/Q 

14. Do farmers buy and apply lime? _________________ 

15. Is there a yield improvement due to the application of lime? _______________ 

16. On what crops: 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

17. What was the marginal yield increase of the different crops with the application of lime?  

 

 ________________________,  _______ Q/ha 

 ________________________,  _______ Q/ha 

 ________________________,  _______ Q/ha 

 ________________________,  _______ Q/ha 

 ________________________,  _______ Q/ha 

 ________________________,  _______ Q/ha 

18. How do farmers market their product? 

 Through cooperatives? __________________________  

 Take to the local market? ________________________ 

 At the farm gate? ______________________________ 

19. What is the selling price for different crops at different marketing places? 

 

S.No. Crop type Price of crop Br/Q Remarks 

Through 
cooperatives 

At local market At farm gate  

 
1 

     

 
2 

     

3  
 

    

4  
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20. Do you think farmers are better off with the application of lime than without lime? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

21.  

Why and with which crops? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

22.  

Which crops do you recommend to grow more under irrigation in the command area? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

23.  

Do you know and suggest any other material other than lime that would amend soil 

acidity? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

24.  

What general suggestions do you have to solve the problem and improve the situation? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 
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ANNEX  TOR :  TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 

 

Agribusiness Induced Growth Programme in Amhara Region 

 
Terms of Reference for  
Assessing soil conditions for onion growing farmers in Koga 

 
 

Background 

The Programme for Agro-Business Induced Growth in the Amhara National Regional State (Agro-BIG) of 
Ethiopia is a bilateral development intervention operating in the Tana Beles Growth Corridor starting in 
two woredas, Mecha and Fogera close to Bahir Dar. The objective of the programme is to “contribute to 
poverty reduction through agriculture based economic growth”.It is important for the Programme to add 
value to produce along the chosen value chains, and to improve market linkages. 
 

AgroBIG has made significant efforts to promote the cultivation of onions, as regards improved 
technologies as well securing a sustainable seed supply etc., in Mecha as well as in Fogera. In Mecha, 
however, acid soils is a constraint, with ph-values at the level of 4 while onions would require ph-values 
over 6,5 to ensure good growth and high production. Acid soils are also hard and difficult to penetrate. 
The solution, practiced by a handful of farmers only, is to apply lime, in large quantities, preferably in 
combination with addition of compost and/or manure. 
 
It should be noted that MFA is much concerned over acid soils in relation to agricultural productivity. A 
project is established whereby the Geological Survey of Finland is working together with the Geological 
Survey of Ethiopia and Oromia Agricultural Research Institute to address this particular problem. It is 
expected that there will be possibilities to exchange information with this ongoing project. 
 
In order to understand the situation in Koga and the attitude of farmers towards the problem, a study is 
now required.  
 
Objective of the assignment 
The objective is to assess the overall situation for onion producing farmers in Koga so that practical 
recommendations for how best to improve the soil conditions can be identified and applied. 
 
 
Duties 
The Consultant shall undertake a study in the Koga irrigated area by interviewing farmers, individually 
and in groups, to find out their understanding of the acid soils and what they are doing, or not doing, to 
improve the situation. The study will include a cost-benefit study as to the cost of application of lime, 
and the implication on growth.  
 
Interviews will also be done with officials of the Bureau of Agriculture. 
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As the lime producing factory at Dejen, the standard source of the lime that so far has reached Koga, 
reported had stopped production it will also be required that an alternative source of supply is 
identified. 
 
Based on the situation as assessed, identify specifically what is required to improve the soil conditions in 
Koga, technically as well as raising the awareness of all stakeholders. 
 

Deliverables 

The result of the study will be presented in the form of a report.  

 

Organizational Setting 

The Consultant will report to and be supervised by the CTA of AgroBIG and work closely with the Value 

Chain Advisor and the MechaWoreda Advisor of AgroBig while operating in consultation with 

stakeholders of the Programme,  

 

Duration of Assignment 

One working month, or maximum 24 working days. 

 

Duty station 

Bahr Dar with frequent travel to Koga. 

 
Qualifications and Experience 
The consultant shall hold minimum a Master’s degree in a relevant area with experience from working 
on-the-spot with farmers on their fields. Practical and documented experience from crop production is 
necessary. Having been exposed to, and having acquired an understanding of, the working conditions of 
farmers is necessary. Extension experience  valuable. Candidate must have at least 10 years of relevant 
field work experience in the above context. Experience from Amhara Region and/or working with MFA 
considered an advantage. English language proficiency written and spoken is essential. Knowledge of 
Amharic is necessary. Excellent communication skills and ability to work in a multi-cultural environment. 
Proven ability to write reports clearly and concisely. 
 

Proposed consultant 

Tantigegn Kebede is the proposed consultant, based on his long and wide experience from Amhara 

Region, particularly his experience as Agriculture Advisor in the SARDP programme in East Gojjam from 

which many farmers contributed. 

 

Feb 2016. 

 


